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I feel bad about giving a thumbs-down, because I appreciate the effort and scope of this game. I found the game mechanics to
be poorly explained, with very little in the way of online resources to help me learn the game within the 2 hours I had to refund.
Which is a shame, because the game seems to have a ton of potential, with complex progression & management systems. My
attempts to start a game were met with brutal failure by the time my 1st battles came around, which may well be my own
inability to comprehend how to get a good start going. But If I make mistakes, I like to get some indication of WHAT those
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mistakes were so I can learn to do better on future attempts. I want to like this game, and might purchase it again in the future
and then re-write this review. As it is right now I can't reccomend it for anyone who doesn't have the patience to go through a lot
of trial and error to figure out how to succeed.. A Great game. Has a surprsing amount of death almost like football manager or
OOTP in space and a lot more bloody and violent. Some people may not like the setting shift from ancient roman times to the
future but I personally liked it. If you are into sports managment games you will like this. It's a fun twist on the typical setting
and formula. Also the dev support for this game is great too. I had a bug with my save game and I told the dev and he fixed it
for me. I was impressed. A fun little game with good support.. I do not like this game much. It feels unfinished.. I played this
game, unsure what to expect as I had not played the first Age of Gladiators. But, I figured "Why not?" and shoved some money
at it. The short and simple: I'm going to have to give this one a Negative Review, alas. It has potential, but unfortunately I bought
a game expecting a complete, interesting product and this one just didn't deliver. Why didnt I like it? There is not enough ways
to differentiate your characters or really effect them, at least in the short time I played. The gameplay, i.e. the choices you
make, are all pretty bland and seem to be very granular and not enough interesting abilities/feats/crunch Non-auto resolved
combats are too long and tedious for my tastes. In conclusion: Keep in mind, this game isnt TERRIBLE. It really is not. But at
the 20$ price point with the content it has (and bear in mind, TIME WISE there is a lot, but its mostly grind and very little actual
meaningful decisions) it just doesnt merit a thumbs up.. I love it. Like a Sport-Management-Game.but here you can kill your
oppenents!. To all intrested in this software i beleive it to be an excellent managment sim, with a mix of spreadsheets, which is
not extreme in either and is not perfect in both. It has a learning curve, and it has managment features. It is also based on a small
niche genreeof games, and even moreso in a unique futeristic setting. I honestlky might not like some aspects, but i love the
game, its concept, its setting ,and the dev for going a unique way instead of mass produced over saturated glut in games we see
all the time. Pros and cons are as follows: PROS: mangement and dun, mixed into one good grpahics for what is there good
balance between sim and fun Cons: some stuff annoys me, based on personal and other reasons. nothing that game is at fault for.
I probabaly should not have even included it in cons final score, in a 1 through ten setting: 8.7/10 i would reccoemdn you getit,
if not for the game itself, but for he dev, who has a unique idea, a good concept, and a skillful way of implementing it, and i
hope we can vote with our wallets, by supporting the dev and buying the game. I know this has a great future ahead of it and the
dev too. I iwish him and his creative visions the best. Buy it even at full price. you wont regret it. And if you do, just refund it.
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